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advies OR Conceptbegroting FMG 2020 

Dear Dean, Dear Agneta Fischer, 

In this letter you will find our advice regarding the draft budget FMG 2020. Our advice is positive, 
yet conditional (instemming, mits). The conditions we attach to this positive advise are in line with 
the call by the unions and are that there will be serious efforts made towards a national agreement of 
an adequate cost model for scientific education. (Er wordt ingestemd MITS er gewerkt wordt aan een 
landelijk akkoord voor een adequaat bekostigingsmodel van het wetenschappelijk onderwijs). 

With this conditional approval of the budget, we also want to raise some concerns that we would like 
to bring to your attention 

We think that it would be much easier to understand the budget if the report would include a list of 
abbreviations. This will contribute to the transparency of the budget and make it more accessible for 
students and employees who are not directly involved in the governance bodies of the university. In 
addition, we would like to ask to add a list of definitions of the key concepts and jargon. In an 
appendix to this letter you find a proposal for both lists. 

Furthermore, apparent inconsistencies or seemingly 'strange', outlying figures should be explained 
more thoroughly. Even though we did receive explanations of most of these points during our 
technical meetings, we believe that these explanations should also be available for the whole 
academic community and should thus be included in the budget report. We appreciate that compared 
to previous years, this draft offers much more extensive explanations of key terms and goes much 
beyond presenting 'naked' numbers in tables, and we would like to thank the dean and her staff for 
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this improvement. However, we still see some room for improvement and hence have compiled a list 
of abbreviations and key terms that we think should be clarified. We included two lists in the 
appendix to this letter. 

With respect to the substance of the proposed budget, there are a few issues that are of concern to us. 
We are worried about the ratio of students and staff, which seems to worsen every year, as this is 
likely to increase the workload and pressure on the employees of the university, and probably will 
negatively affect the quality of education. 

We are also worried about the possible consequences of a likely increase in pension contributions, 
following the collapse of the funding rate of the ABP pension fund by the adoption of the new 
calculation methods imposed by the Dijsselbloem Commission. This could lead to far higher wage 
costs than planned in the current draft budget in the corning years. It might be wise to include a 
scenario in case such an increase would have to be implemented. 

The negative figures in 2021 and 2022 (p. 10) caused by the new allocation model are worrying in 
our eyes. We stress that the FB should develop good and structural plans to solve the expected 
problems, and not leave this open as this might end in another round of staff cuts towards the end of 
2021. A possible structural measure could be to limit the number of Minor- and Bachelor Programs. 

Furthermore, the explanation of the negative results of PSY and POW is insufficient. While during 
the past years, other domains of the faculty had to implement far-reaching retrenchment measures 
and implemented staff cuts, it remains totally unclear what are the reasons for and implications of the 
deficits in PSY. We wonder if the departments themselves know what the reasons are behind these 
worrying figures? The POW deficit was explained to us by the fact that it is a tiny master with only 
about 10 students, but we cannot find this explanation in the text of the draft budget. The OR and 
FSR think that the reader should get that information to understand the POW shortage. 

We missed the explicit mentioning of a few items that we find important. Firstly, the 
'kwaliteitsgelden' are not categorised separately (apparently it would be in part listed under the 
budget category 75140 'Theme Budget'), while it is really important to be able to see how these 
funds are being allocated in order to assess for what purposes they are being used. 

We also would like to see what the FMG contributes to the highly controversial activities for the 
"work stress reduction week" (such as the offering of free smoothies, the possibility to sit on a 
training bike in the lobby, courses in "mindfulness', free djembe lessons, etc.). These costs should be 
clearly visible in the budget, since many staff members consider this a waste of money. Please 
provide more information concerning these costs. 
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Finally, the budget for sabbaticals is nowhere to be found, in particular not what the faculty pays 
from its own means and what it receives for this purpose from the employment conditions funds 
('arbeidvoorwaardengeld) of the local bargaining unit UCLO. The same applies for the funds for 
staff training. 

Kind regards, 

drs. Sharon Klinkenberg 
voorzitter OR-FMG 

Alexandra Rosca, 
voorzitter FSR-FMG 
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Appendix 
 
Part A: list of abbreviations (reading order) 

1. TNO 
2. TLC 
3. IXA 
4. CBO 
5. ERC 
6. SEP 
7. fte 
8. OCW(-prestatieafspraken/ performance agreements) 
9. NSE 
10. BSA  
11. KPI 
12. KNAW 
13. REC 
14. HR 
15. P&O 
16. WP 
17. OBP 
18. fte  
19. 2e GS NWO 
20. 3e GS EU 
21. 3e GS 
22. RPA 
23. ILO 
24. ICTS 
25. FTE 
26. PNID 
27. (diensten) EB 
28. (diensten) FS 
29. (diensten) IC 
30. (diensten) UB 
31. (diensten) AC 
32. (diensten) BC 
33. (diensten) StS 
34. (diensten) G  
35. AVG 

 
Part B: list of definitions of the key concepts and jargon (reading order) 

1. Instellingscollegegelden/ institutional tuition fees  
2. Uva Academy  
3. kadernota/framework letter 
4. indexeringen/ indexes 
5. Facultaire zwaartepunten/ faculty’s centre of gravity 
6. Allocatiemodel 
7. Onderzoeksconsortiumprogramma/ research-consortium programmes, 
8. Kwaliteitsafspraken  
9. 1e, 2e 3e en 4e geldstroom/ cash flows  
10. Convenant afspraken/ Covenant agreements 
11. Bachelorrendement/ bachelor's rate of return of the re-registrants 
12. C+1  
13. Masterrendement/ master's efficiency 
14. Switch 



15.  populariserende publicaties/ of popularising publications 
16. Contract education turnover (this is probably just a bad translation) 
17. Generieke overhead/ generic overhead 
18. Rendementsdaling 
19. Spinoza, Aspasia, KNAW professors and KNAW memberships. 
20. Hogere contractwaarde 
21. Betalingstranche/ payment tranche 
22. Summer Institute 
23. Kengetallen 
24. Studiepunten laag/hoog/top 
25. credits low/high/top 
26. Diploma’s laag/hoog/top 
27. diplomas low/high/top 
28. (Personeels)formatie/ establishment plan 
29. SCO Kohnstamm 
30. Detacheringsconstructie/ structural secondment construction 
31. Theme budget  
32. Depreciation  
33. Net Operating profit after change is designated  
34. Macro kader/ macroframework 
35. Beleidsgelden 
36. Excedent huisvesting  
37. interest spinoza 
38. Valorization (OefenWeb) 
39. Overheadkosten  
40. Pro forma kosten 
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